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1. (9 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.

(a) [3 pts] aliases

**Solution:** Two variables that point to the same data.

(b) [3 pts] argument

**Solution:** argument - A value provided to a function when the function is called. This value is assigned to the corresponding parameter in the function.

(c) [3 pts] mutable type

**Solution:** mutable type - A data type in which the elements can be modified. All mutable types are compound types. Lists are mutable data types; strings are not.

2. (5 points)
Imagine that you are the python interpreter and execute the following code. Next to the code, write down exactly what it prints. Draw a box around your answer.

```python
def mystery(aList):
    if (len(aList) == 0):
        return []
    else:
        mystery(aList[1:])
        print(aList[1:])
```

```text
2
```
\[ a = [4, 7, 9, [6, 7]] \\
b = a[:]
\]
b[3][1] = 0
mystery(a)

**Solution:**

Printed:
[
]
[[6, 0]]
[9, [6, 0]]
[7, 9, [6, 0]]

Grading:
1 pt - For largest printout, e.g. \([7,9,[6,0]]\) (Ignore 7 vs 0 issues)
1 pt - For the \([9, [6,0]]\) immediately before/after the longest printout.
1 pt - Answer in correct order (empty list first, longest list last)
1 pt - Empty list printed at either top or bottom.
1 pt - for \([6,0]\) in nested list in all places it appears.

3. (5 points)
For each of the following multiple choice questions, indicate the most correct answer by circling it!

(a) [1 pt] Which of these commands is NOT a valid robot function?
   A. beep(1,4400)    B. showName()    C. takePicture()    D. forward(1,1)
   E. turnLeft(1,2)

(b) [1 pt] Convert 1011011\textsubscript{2} to decimal (base 10):
   A. 81    B. 88    C. 90    D. **91**    E. 92

(c) [1 pt] Convert 129\textsubscript{10} to binary (base 2):
   A. 01000011    B. 10000011    C. 01000111    D. 11001101    **E. 10000001**    F. 01010101

(d) [1 pt] What is the correct chronological order of the following inventions?
   A. microprocessor, transistor, loom, mechanical duck, Harvard Mark 1 Computer
   **B. mechanical duck, loom, Harvard Mark 1 Computer, transistor, microprocessor**
   C. loom, mechanical duck, transistor, vacuum tube, Ethernet
   D. vacuum tube, Ethernet, ARPA Net, PDP11 Computer, transistor
(e) [1 pt] Who is known as the father of theoretical computer science?
A. Steve Jobs  B. Alan Turing  C. Kurt Gödel  D. Charles Babbage
E. C and D

4. (10 points)
The function below accepts a file name (as a string) and writes every line in that file
that begins with a capital letter A to a new file named newFile.txt.
Fill in the blanks appropriately:

```python
def onlyAs(filename):
    inF = ________ (__________, ________)
    outF = ________ (__________, ________)

    lines = inF.________
    for line in lines:
        if _________________________________:
            outF._____________________

    inF.close()
    outF.close()
```

Solution:

```python
def onlyAs(filename):
    inF = open( filename, "r")
    outF = open( "newFile.txt", "w")

    lines = inF.readlines()
    for line in lines:
        if line[0] == "A":  #or line.startswith("A")
            outF.write(line)

    inF.close()
    outF.close()
```

Grading: 1 point for each correctly filled in blank, with the exception of the if conditional. They get +2 points if that one is correct, +1 if it is close to correct.
5. (4 points) 
Pretend that you are the python interpreter. Execute the following code and write what it prints out beside the code. If you have any other work on the page, draw a box around your answer.

```python
worldCup = {"Messi":(10, 4), "Ronaldo":(14, 1), "Muller":(10, 5),
            "Neymar":(11, 4), "Rodriguez":(14, 6), "Cuadrado":(4, 1)}
goals = 99
attempts = 99
player1 = ""
player2 = ""
for k in worldCup:
    if worldCup[k][1] < goals:
        goals = worldCup[k][1]
        player1 = k
    if worldCup[k][0] < attempts:
        attempts = worldCup[k][0]
        player2 = k
print(player1, goals)
print(player2, attempts)
```

Solution:

Line1: Cuadrado 1 (also possible: Ronaldo 1)
Line2: Cuadrado 4

Grading:
1 pt - Cuadrado (or Ronaldo) on first line. 1 pt - 1 on first line. 1 pt - Cuadrado on 2nd line. 1 pt - 4 on 2nd line.
6. (8 points)
Write a function named seekLight that accepts an integer as a parameter. The integer corresponds to how long your function should run, in seconds, before returning.

While running, your function should get the value of the robots’ center light sensor (using a getLight('center') call). If the value returned is smaller than 500, your robot should move forward at full speed for one second. If the light sensor value is larger than (or equal to) 500, the robot should beep at 800Hz for 1 second, and not move.

Make sure that, no matter what, your robot stops and the function returns when the time is up! You may assume that the Myro library is already loaded and that your robot is already connected (init has been called) to the computer.

When your function returns, it should return None.

Solution:

```python
def seekLight(time):
    for t in timer(time):
        if getLight("center") >= 500:
            beep(1,800)
        else:
            forward(1,1)
```

Grading: 1 point for correct header
1 point for running N seconds
1 point for checking the getLight sensor each iteration
2 points for moving forward when triggered
2 points for beeping when not triggered
(-2 points (instead of -4) if they reverse the beep and move)
1 point for function returning (None) when the time is up.
Misc Penalties:
-1 if doesn’t stop at end of function.
-1 mixing-up time and frequency parameters beep(800,1)
7. (12 points)
Write a function called `createUsernames` that accepts three lists as parameters. The first parameter will contain strings which contain first names. The second parameter will be a list of strings that contain last names. The third list will contain integers. The function should combine each item in the lists to create a username. A username is made up of the first letter of the first name, up to the first six letters of the last name, and the digit. Note that if a last name has less than six letters the entire last name will be used.

Your function should return a list of usernames in the same order as the input data. You may assume that all three lists are of the same length.

For example:

```python
>>> results = createUsernames(["Glenn","Ikenna"], ["HollingsWorth","Omekam"], [7,3] )
>>> print( results )
[
'GHollin7',
'I0mekam3'
]
```

Solution:

```python
def createUsernames(aList, aList2, aList3):
    newList = []
    for index in range( len(aList) ):
        string = aList[index][0] + aList2[index][:6] + str(aList3[index])
        newList.append(string)
    return newList
```

Grading:
1pt - Correct def statement
2pts - uses only first initial of first name.
2pts - Uses up to 6 characters of last name.
(-1 if they only grab 5 characters instead of six...)
2pts - Converts digit to a string.
2pts - concatenates each item the resulting username string.
2pts - Adds each username to a list.
1pt - returns the list of usernames.